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Here we introduce a simple low-cost yet robust method to realize spontaneously wrinkled morphologies on
spherical surfaces. It is based on surface chemical oxidation of aqueous-phase-synthesized
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microspheres in the mixed H2SO4/HNO3/H2O solution. Consequently,
curvature and overstress-sensitive wrinkles including dimples and labyrinth patterns are successfully
induced on the resulting oxidized PDMS microspheres. A power-law dependence of the wrinkling
wavelength on the microsphere radius exists. The effects of experimental parameters on these tunable
spherical wrinkles have been systematically investigated, when the microspheres are pre-deposited on a
substrate. These parameters include the radius and modulus of microspheres, the mixed acid solution
composition, the oxidation duration, and the water washing post-treatment. Meanwhile, the complicated
chemical oxidation process has also been well studied by in-situ optical observation via the microsphere
system, which represents an intractable issue in a planar system. Furthermore, we realize surface wrinkled
topographies on the whole microspheres at a large scale, when microspheres are directly dispersed in the
mixed acid solution for surface oxidation. These results indicate that the introduced wet surface chemical
oxidation has the great potential to apply to other complicated curved surfaces for large-scale generation of
well-defined wrinkling patterns, which endow the solids with desired physical properties.

A
s one type of surface instabilities, surface wrinkling has attracted increasing interest due to its incompar-
able unique applications for non-lithographic patterning of a surface over areas of interest1–4, character-
ization of film properties5, photo/electric devices with high flexibilities and enhanced performances6–8,

microstructured templates of the related fields9–11, and so on. It is well accepted that wrinkling always occurs on a
film/substrate system to minimize the system potential energy, when the compressive stress s is higher than a
critical value sc

1,2,12,13. This compressive stress s is induced during the in-plane compression as a consequence of
the film/substrate strain mismatch. In a plane strain compression, the wavelength l of the resulting undulated

wrinkles and the critical stress sc are determined by l~2ph
Ef

3Es

� �1=3

and sc~
Ef

4
3Es

Ef

 !2=3

, respectively1,2,12,13.

Here h is the film thickness, E is the plane strain modulus given by
E

1{n2
, E is the Young’s modulus, and u is the

Poisson’s ratio. Subscripts of f and s refer to the film and substrate, respectively.
In the past decade, much progress has been made in revelation and application of the surface wrinkling physics

in planar film/substrate systems14–21. Indeed, many natural and industrial wrinkling phenomena often happen on
non-planar film/substrate systems, e.g., the familiar aging skin and some dried fruits. Furthermore, the geomet-
rical constraint engenders apparently different wrinkling behaviors on a curved surface from those on a planar
surface13,22–27. For example, in a spherical Ag core/SiO2 shell system, Cao and Yin et al. utilized the finite element
method (FEM) to investigate the correlation of the wrinkling patterns with the normalized substrate radius of

curvature R/hR and the overstress sR�
sR

c
22. Here sR and sR

c refer to the applied stress and the critical wrinkling

stress on a spherical core/shell system with the shell thickness hR and the substrate radius R, respectively. It is

found that smaller R/hR and sR�
sR

c
result in triangular dentlike wrinkling patterns on the spherical surface.

Whereas, higher R/hR and sR�
sR

c
tend to elicit typically labyrinth topographies. Meanwhile, the FEM result
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reveals the following scaling relation between the wrinkling wave-
length lR and R/hR

22

lR

R
~a

R
hR

� �b

ð1Þ

where a and b are two constants. Eq. 1 is verified by Trindade et al., in
their study surface wrinkles were generated in such a way that elasto-
meric polyurethane/polybutadiene (PU/PBDO) composite spheres
were exposed to UV irradiation, followed by solvent swelling27. This
curvature-sensitive surface wrinkling is further studied by other
researchers. Thereinto, Crosby et al. explored the surface wrinkling
in the supported spherical caps of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)
during the combined UVO/solvent vapor-swelling process28. Feng et
al. investigated the surface wrinkling and wrinkling morphology
transition on a core-shell soft sphere using the volumetric growth
theory of finite deformation as well as the experimental observation
of a gradually dehydrated green peas25. The influences of the sub-
strate curvature and the applied overstress generated by differential
growth/shrinkage on the wrinkling topologies have been

explored25,26,28. In the case of a bigger V or a smaller sR�
sR

c
(or g)

applied, ordered dimples or buckyball-like wrinkling patterns appear

on the spherical surface. In the case of a lower V or a bigger sR�
sR

c
(or

g), the wrinkling patterns are the energetically-preferred labyrinth
morphologies. Here V and g are the introduced dimensionless curv-
ature parameter28 and the growth/shrinking factor25, respectively. V
is defined as29:

V~2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(1{n2

f )
q

(hR=R)(Ef

�
3Es)

2=3 ð2Þ

Thus sR
c is determined by29:

sR
c

sc
<1zV2 ð3Þ

From Eqs. 2, 3, it is seen that sR
c is dependent on R/hR and Ef

�
Es

.

So far, considerable theoretical and experimental efforts have been
made towards the above intriguing spherical wrinkling. However
only several technical routes have been proposed to create wrinkling
patterns on spherical surfaces successfully13,22–28. What’s more, a
number of limitations have been recognized in these methods. For
instance, in the as-reported spherical core/shell systems, the Ag core/
SiO2 shell spheres were prepared by thermal co-evaporation of the
mixed precursors at high temperature22. With respect to the PU/
PBDO Janus sphere27 and the replicated PDMS spherical cap sup-
ported by a flat PDMS slab28, only hemispherical surface was
involved in the wrinkling. Furthermore, the methods are not suitable
for a large-scale fabrication on curved surfaces. Recently, surface
wrinkles on polymer microspheres have been obtained based on
one-pot emulsion polymerization of cross-linked polystyrene (PS)
microspheres30, or microfluidic formation of PS emulsion droplets31

or self organized precipitation of liquid-crystalline microparticles32

followed by controlled solvent evaporation, which are not desirable
for non-spherical curved surfaces yet. Besides, the correlation
between the wrinkling patterns on the curved substrate with the
mechanical parameters of the film/substrate bilayer has not been
explored using systematic experiments. Therefore, it is of great
importance to develop a simple low-cost approach for a large-scale
fabrication of wrinkled patterns on curved systems from a scientific
and technical point of view.

In this paper, we develop a surface chemical oxidation of a mixed
acid solution for the large-scale wrinkling on PDMS microspheres
with typically non-planar surfaces. The dependence of the curvature/
overstress-sensitive wrinkling behaviors on the oxidation processing
parameters including the radius and modulus of microsphere has

been investigated systematically. It is noted that although this wet
surface oxidation processing has been utilized by Shih’s33 and
Watanabe’s34 groups on a planar PDMS substrate for creating surface
wrinkles, this study represents the first effort to apply the method to a
curved micro-sized system. Furthermore, the detailed information
regarding the complicated surface oxidation has been revealed by in-
situ optical microscope observation, which appears to be impossible
to achieve in a planar system. Compared with the previous stud-
ies22–28,30–32, our system and the method developed here have the
following advantages. Surface oxidation processing provides a sim-
ple, rapid, scalable, high-output method to generate the stiff oxidized
shell on the microspheres and simultaneously trigger surface wrin-
kles on the spherical surface. No special preparation equipment and
surface geometries, and no external wrinkling stimuli (e.g., stretch-
ing/compressing, solvent swelling, and heating) are required in the
above acid oxidation processing, indicative of the enormous poten-
tial to apply it for wrinkling on arbitrarily non-planar surfaces on a
large scale.

Results
Figure 1a shows the SEM image of the aqueous-phase-synthesized
PDMS(1051) microparticles from a 1051 weight ratio of the base/
curing agent. It is seen that these solid PDMS(1051) microparticles
have typically spherical morphologies with smooth surfaces. Indeed,
synthesis of high quality of PDMS microspheres is the pre-requisite
for our investigation of the wrinkling on spherical surface. In the
previous reports35–37, microsphere aggregations and surface defects
(e.g., the concave or porous feature) are always the challenging issues
in the solution-phase synthesis of PDMS particles. In our case, these
obvious morphological improvements are obtained due to the dif-
ferent synthesis procedure (see the details in the Methods). For
instance, the initial degassing decreases the introduction of air bub-
ble. More importantly, high concentration of poly(vinyl alcohol) as
an effective capping/stabilizing agent coupled with two sequential
curing stages (i.e., firstly at a lower temperature and then at a higher
temperature) promotes the stability of the PDMS precursor-based
emulsion droplet, and thus leads to the final smooth isolated PDMS
microspheres. Certainly, compared to the PDMS microbeads syn-
thesized by the expensive microfluidic approach36,37, the polydisper-
sity of our PDMS microspheres is still relatively large. However, a
wide radius distribution provides a good platform for simultaneous
investigation of the influence of the microsphere size on the spherical
wrinkling behaviors. Similarly, PDMS(n:1) microspheres with other
weight ratios of the base/curing agent (e.g., n51 5 551, 1551, and
2051) have also been successfully prepared (SI: Fig. S1a–c).

In the following surface oxidation processing, two procedures (i.e.,
PI and PII) are explored. For PI, a glass slide with PDMS microspheres
coated on its surface was immersed into the mixed strong acid solu-
tion of H2SO4/HNO3/H2O at the reaction temperature of Tr. After
the oxidation time of tr, it was taken out promptly and immersed
immediately into a certain pH aqueous solution with the temperature
of Tw for the washing duration of tw. Finally, the as-prepared oxidized
sample was dried at 70uC. For PII, the microspheres were directly
dispersed in the mixed acid solution for the above surface oxidation
and the subsequent water washing. Unless otherwise noted, the fol-
lowing experiment is performed via the PI procedure.

Firstly, the PI procedure is utilized to investigate the spherical
wrinkling behaviors via the wet surface chemical oxidation. Under
standard conditions (i.e., PDMS(1051) microsphere, the mixed
H2SO4/HNO3/H2O solution with the volume ratio of 66511512,
surface oxidation at Tr 5 35uC for tr 5 1 min, washing by a pH 5

7 aqueous solution at Tw 5 70uC for tw 5 30 min), the resultant
morphologies of the oxidized PDMS(1051) microspheres were
recorded by SEM (Fig. 1b). Compared to the initial smooth surface
shown in Fig. 1a, the oxidized PDMS microspheres have rough
microtextured surfaces. The zoomed SEM images clearly dem-
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onstrate that these surface textures belong to typical wrinkle
morphologies (Fig. 1c–e). Furthermore, when the radius R of
PDMS(1051) microspheres increases from ,2.25 mm to ,4.75 mm,
the corresponding wrinkles change from the dimple (or buckyball-
like) (Fig. 1c) to labyrinth patterns (Fig. 1d). A careful examination
further shows that under the same conditions, no surface wrinkling is
induced on a small radius of PDMS(1051) microsphere (circled one in
Fig. 1b), owing to the requirement of a larger critical wrinkling stress
according to Eqs.2,328,29.

The influence of the Young’s modulus of PDMS(n:1) microspheres
(EPDMS (n:1)

) on the wrinkling patterns is given in Fig. S1d–f (SI). In the
current case, EPDMS (n:1)

is well tuned by the weight ratio (n:1) of the
PDMS base/curing agent. Furthermore, the EPDMS (n:1)

of PDMS(n:1)

microsphere can be considered equal to that of the corresponding
planar PDMS(n:1) film. According to the planar data reported in Ref.
38, EPDMS (n:1)

is estimated to be ,2.6 MPa, 1.8 MPa, 0.9 MPa, and
0.5 MPa, when n:1 5 551, 1051, 1551, and 2051, respectively.
Evidently, the wrinkling behavior on these spherical surfaces (SI:
Fig. S1d–f) is similar to that on the PDMS(1051) microspheres
(Fig. 1b–e). When compared the roughly same radius sizes of
PDMS(n:1) microspheres (Fig. 1b and SI: Fig. S1e,f), we see the
bridged dimples are favorable on stiffer PDMS microspheres (e.g.,
SI: Fig. S1d). It should be originated from the increase of sR

c for more
rigid spherical substrates and the decrease of the resultant overstress.

Figure 1f shows the relation of the wrinkling wavelength lR with
the radius R and the modulus EPDMS (n:1)

of PDMS(n:1) microspheres,
respectively. Here the wrinkling wavelength lR is mainly estimated
on the base of the recorded SEM images. It is found that the power
law behavior between lR and R exists for the same EPDMS (n:1)

applied
(Fig. 1f). Additionally, consistent with the theoretical predictions
given by Eqs.2,3, the lR , R plots for different moduli of
PDMS(n:1) microspheres are approximately parallel to each other
in the double logarithmic coordinate (Fig. 1f). Meanwhile, the wrin-
kles triggered on stiffer PDMS microspheres have a smaller wrinkle
wavelength under the same conditions.

It is known that when exposed to the mixed strong acid solution,
the surface oxidation reaction occurs on PDMS microspheres with
the formation of an oxidized SiOx layer, just as the case of the planar
PDMS substrate applied33,34. Consequently, a film/substrate spherical
system composed of the SiOx outerlayer and the underlying PDMS
microsphere is generated. Under the standard oxidation conditions,
the thickness hR of the oxidized layer can be assumed to be equal for
different radii of PDMS(1051) microspheres. Thus in Fig. 1b–e, the
dimple patterns are formed in the oxidized PDMS(1051) microspheres
with a larger hR/R (i.e., V), whereas the labyrinth patterns take over in
the presence of a smaller hR/R. These substrate curvature-dependent
wrinkle morphologies are in good agreement with the previous
experimental and theoretical results22,25,26,28. As for the power law
between the wrinkling wavelength lR and the sphere radius R
(Fig. 1f) is also in accord with the previous results22–24,27. For example,
according to the numerical result of Yin et al., the critical wrinkling
wavelength lR

cr in a cylindrical substrate is given by23,24:

lR
cr~2phR

R
hR

� �1
4 Ef

12Es

� �1
4

: ð4Þ

It can be simplified as:

lg lR
cr~

1
4

lg RzC: ð5Þ

In the work of Cao et al., the critical wrinkling wavelength on Ag
core/SiO2 shell composite microspheres is shown in Eq.1 with the
constants of a 5 3.0 and b 5 20.8, respectively22. Alternatively, Eq.1
can be written as

lg lR
cr~0:2 lg RzC’: ð6Þ

From the experimental result of Trindade et al. on the hemispherical
surface wrinkling in elastomeric PU/PBDO spheres, we have27

lg lR~0:18 lg RzC’’: ð7Þ

Figure 1 | SEM images of PDMS(1051) microspheres before (a) and after (b–e) the PI processing. Zoomed PDMS(1051) microspheres with the radius R: c)

,2.25 mm; d) ,4.75 mm; e) ,15 mm. Frame f shows the lR , R relationship for different EPDMS (n:1)
.
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In the above equations, C, C9, and C0 are the functions of the shell

thickness hR and the modulus mismatch of Ef
�
Es

, respectively. In our

case (i.e., hR and Ef
�
Es

remain unchanged when the oxidation reac-
tion time, the mixed acid composition, and microsphere modulus are
fixed), lR and R approximately satisfy the following linear relation:

lg lR~0:3 lg R{0:33: ð8Þ

Apparently, the slope in Eq. (8) is somehow larger than those shown
in Eqs.5–7. This difference may be attributed to the different wrink-
ling systems and experimental conditions22,27. Additionally, this devi-
ation from the theoretical predictions might as well be due to the fact
that the oxidation procedure introduces a cross-linkage gradient
rather than a layer with a constant elastic property, as it is usually
assumed in the theoretical work.

Here we study the effect of the mixed acid composition on the
wrinkling morphologies on PDMS(1051) microspheres (Fig. 2).
Different from the as-reported composition modulation of the mixed
acid solution via the heating-induced volatilization of HNO3

34, the
current case is achieved by simply mixing the corresponding volume
ratio of acids and water directly. Firstly, the change of HNO3 content
is studied (Fig. 1b–e and Fig. 2a–g). For example, when
VH2SO4 : VHNO3 : VH2O is set to be 66:x:12 (x: HNO3 content), the
mixed acid solution with a too high (e.g., x 5 40, Fig. 2a) or too
low x (e.g., x 5 5, Fig. 2g) can not engender the wrinkling on the
spherical surface. The relatively suitable HNO3 content for the
wrinkling is found to be 15 , 7 with VH2SO4 : VHNO3 : VH2O of 66:
(15 , 7):12 (Fig. 1b–e and Fig. 2c–f). It is known that the oxidation
reactivity of the mixed acid solution decreases as the HNO3 content
decreases34. Thus a small HNO3 content with a low oxidation react-
ivity can not elicit the formation of the rigid oxidized outerlayer in
the PDMS substrate because PDMS has a good surface chemical
stability (Fig. 2g). When the oxidation reactivity is too high, the
oxidized PDMS microspheres deform severely and adhere to each
other (Fig. 2a). Meanwhile, a thicker and stiffer oxidized outerlayer is
generated, resulting in a higher sR

c expected from Eqs.2,329. However
the swelling-induced sR from the surface oxidation processing,
which will be discussed later, is still lower than sR

c . Consequently

no wrinkling happens in this case (Fig. 2a). As for the same large size
of the PDMS microspheres (e.g., ,5 mm in the radius, the circled one
in Fig. 2f), a careful examination shows that the wrinkling morpho-
logy evolves from the labyrinth patterns to the dimples, when the
volume ratio of the strong acid mixtures varies from 66:(15 , 11):12
(Fig. 1b and Fig. 2c,d) to 66:(9 , 7):12 (Fig. 2e,f). In the latter case, a
low overstress is obviously at least one pre-requisite for the formation
of dimples on spherical surfaces. Additionally, these results are
reminiscent of the fine modulation of sR

c and sR through alteration
of the mixed acid composition, and the internal relation of the spher-

ical wrinkling patterns with sR�
sR

c
and hR/R. According to

Eqs.2,328,29, it is known that no wrinkling is induced on too small
microspheres due to the sharp increase in sR

c . However, when the
mixed acid solution with the volume ratio of 66:(9 , 7):12 is used, no
wrinkling happens on big PDMS microspheres yet (denoted by red
arrows in Fig. 2e.f). It is assumed to be the induced sR lower than sR

c .
From the latter result shown in Fig. S2 (SI), we know that bigger
microspheres have a smaller swelling ratio in comparison with smal-
ler ones under the same conditions.

Similarly, H2SO4 composition in the mixed acid solution is also
important. A lower H2SO4 content can not lead to surface wrinkling
on PDMS microspheres (Fig. 2h,i). This is due to the fact that the
oxidation ability of the mixed acid solution comes from the syn-
ergetic effect of HNO3 and H2SO4

33. In addition, the concentration
of the mixed acid solution also needs to be carefully considered
(Fig. 2j, k). The mixed acid solution with a high concentration
(e.g., VH2SO4 : VHNO3 5 66511, no water added) leads to a porous
film with full disappearance of the original PDMS microspheres due
to the excessively strong oxidation etching (Fig. 2j). As for a relatively
low concentration (Fig. 2k), low surface oxidation reactivity is not
enough to oxidize PDMS microspheres, just as the case of a low
content of HNO3 (Fig. 2g) or H2SO4 (Fig. 2h,i) applied.

In addition, the relation of the oxidation time tr with the wrinkling
behavior has also been explored (Fig. 3). From the recorded SEM
images (Fig. 3a–e), it is seen that tr has no obvious effect on the
wrinkling morphology. A shorter oxidation time tr (e.g., 30 s,
Fig. 3a), even 10 s (data not shown here), roughly results in the

Figure 2 | SEM images of the PI-processed PDMS(1051) microspheres with different VH2 SO4
: VHNO3

: VH2 O : a) 66540512; b) 66520512; c) 66515512; d)
66513512; e) 6659512; f) 6657512; g) 6655512; h) 30511512; i) 10511512; j) 6651150; k) 66511524.
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similar wrinkling patterns with those from a longer oxidation time tr

(e.g., 30 min, Fig. 3e). Namely, the typically labyrinth and dimple
wrinkles are elicited on PDMS microspheres with a small and large
hR/R (Fig. 1b–e and Fig. 3a–e), respectively, regardless of the oxida-
tion duration tr. Meanwhile a linear correlation between the micro-
sphere radius R and the resulting wrinkle wavelength lR still retains
in the double logarithmic coordinate. Unexpectedly, for the same size
of PDMS(1051) microspheres, the wrinkle wavelength lR has no obvi-
ous dependence on the oxidation time tr under the currently selected
conditions (Fig. 3f). This unforeseen result implies that the thickness
hR of the as-formed SiOx layer is approximately the same for all the
as-investigated tr, which will be discussed in detail later.

In the above PI, PDMS microspheres were deposited on a glass
slide before the surface oxidation reaction. It is convenient for the in-
situ optical observation of the surface morpholological evolution to
reveal the complicated oxidation process and the corresponding
spherical wrinkling behaviors, which will be performed subse-
quently. The oxidized PDMS microspheres can also be promptly
separated from the mixed strong acid solution, especially in the case
of a very short oxidation time applied. Evidently, the PI procedure is
not suitable for a scalable process. Furthermore, there is no wrinkling
on the acid-untreated region of the microspheres that is in contact
with the deposited substrate or other microspheres (denoted by the
red arrow in Fig. 3a).

Bearing these issues in mind, we further develop the PII procedure.
Just as described in Methods and schemed in Fig. 4a, a large number
of PDMS microspheres were transferred to a sintered glass filter
(Fig. 4a ). Under continuous stirring, the mixed acid solution
was carefully added (Fig. 4a ). After a certain duration of the
surface oxidation reaction, the mixed acid solution was pumped
out, and then a large amount of washing aqueous solution was imme-
diately added to clean the oxidized PDMS microspheres thoroughly
(Fig. 4a ). During the above oxidation reaction and water washing,
the continuous stirring was employed to prevent the contact of
PDMS microspheres with other surfaces. As expected, a large-scale
production of PDMS microspheres with wrinkled patterns on the
whole spherical surfaces has been successfully realized via PII

(Fig. 4b,c). Additionally, no obvious difference in the wrinkling beha-
vior has been observed between PI and PII.

Discussion
Although the oxidation-induced morphological change has been
well documented33,34,39, the systematical experimental observation
and the detailed information regarding the complicated surface
oxidation reaction are inaccessible to a planar PDMS system.
Furthermore, the involved surface oxidation-induced wrinkling
mechanism is not clear yet. Here the PDMS microsphere system
provides the excellent chance to study it. For the convenience of
the in-situ optical observation of the whole PI processing, the
PDMS microspheres were pre-deposited on the glass slide.

Firstly we investigate the diameter change in the dry state as a
function of the oxidation time tr and the PDMS(n:1) modulus via
the PI procedure (SI: Fig. S2). Later we carry out the in-situ optical
observation to monitor the morphological evolution of the
PDMS(1051) microspheres during the PI processing with different tr

applied (Fig. 5). Here rD is introduced to estimate the rate of the

diameter change with rD~
Dt{D0

D0
|100%, where D0 and Dt are

the microsphere diameters before and after the processing for t,
respectively. Thus the positive/negative rD means the microsphere
diameter increase/decrease and the corresponding volume swelling/
shrinking. In order to exclude the influence of the diameter size on
the resultant rD, individual PDMS(1051) microsphere with roughly
the same diameter (e.g., , 50 mm) is tracked for every selected
oxidation duration tr. In Fig. 5, ai, bi, ci, and di denote the initial state,
the terminated acid oxidation, the water-washing post-treatment,
and the dried state, respectively. Therefore (ai R bi), (bi R ci) and
(ci R di) correspond to the three stages of the PI processing: mixed
acid oxidation, washing post-treatment, and oven drying, respect-
ively. It is found that the diameter/volume evolution with the PI

processing is strongly dependent on the applied oxidation time tr

(Fig. 5).
Based on the results shown in Fig. S2 and Fig. 5, in combination

with the previously-reported information, the surface oxidation pro-
cess during the PI processing and the corresponding spherical wrink-
ling can be revealed explicitly. Namely, once immersed into the
mixed H2SO4/HNO3/H2O solution, surface chemical oxidation takes
place on PDMS microspheres. On the one hand, the oxidation frag-
ment of CH3-Si-O in the PDMS surface yields numerous silanol

Figure 3 | SEM images of the PI-processed PDMS(1051) microspheres with different tr: a) 30 s, b) 5 min; c) 10 min; d) 20 min; e) 30 min. Frame f shows

the relation between lR and R in the double logarithmic coordinate.
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groups, which further self-condensate to form -Si-O-Si-. These
oxidation reactions have been verified in a planar PDMS substrate
by infrared spectrometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy33,34.
Consequently, a thin rigid SiOx layer similar to silicon resin or silica is
formed on the PDMS microsphere and an oxidized shell/pristine
PDMS core microsphere is fabricated. On the other hand, soluble
silicates and formaldehyde are also formed from acid oxidation
cleavage of some methyl groups simultaneously33,34,39. This leads to
the above diameter decrease and the volume shrinking for the oxi-
dized microspheres (Fig. 5ai R bi and Fig. S2). Naturally, PDMS(n:1)

microsphere with a high cross-linkage density and EPDMS (n:1)
has a

relatively low volume shrinking ratio due to a better resistance to the
acid oxidation (Fig. S2c). A longer oxidation time tr leads to more
serious oxidation etching with a final larger rD (Fig. 5ai R bi and Fig.
S2a). However the as-formed SiOx layer not only can stand the fur-
ther acid oxidation, but also acts as a barrier layer to protect the
internal PDMS core from oxidation/etching. As a result, we observe
during the mixed acid oxidation (Fig. 5 ai R bi), the morphological
evolution with the initial fast decrease, the intermediate slow
decrease, and the final saturation in the diameter size, although

Figure 4 | (a) Schematic illustration of the large-scale fabrication via PII including four steps: transfer of microspheres to a sintered glass filter; mixed

acid oxidation under continuous stirring; thorough water washing; pumping out/drying. (b,c) Typical SEM images of the resulting wrinkled

microspheres.

Figure 5 | a) Plot of the rate of the diameter change (rD) during the PI processing of PDMS(1051) microspheres with different tr: ai R bi) the mixed acid

oxidation; bi R ci) the water-washing post-treatment; ci R di) 70uC drying. b) The magnification of the circled part in a).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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self-condensation of the as-formed silanol groups into the insoluble
SiOx layer and soluble silicates exists simultaneously. The above
double functions of the as-formed SiOx layer are uncovered by the
stability experiment of the PI-processed PDMS microspheres, i.e., no
obvious changes both in the diameter (data not shown) and the as-
wrinkled morphologies (SI: Fig. S3) occur during the second PI pro-
cessing of the as-oxidized microspheres. These superior properties
also endow the PI-processed PDMS microspheres with one saturated
thickness of the oxidized layer, which has been verified by the unex-
pected dependence of lR on tr shown in Fig. 3. This result is in sharp
contrast with that of Watanabe et al34, who observed the beginning
increase and the subsequent decrease in the oxidized layer thickness
with the oxidation processing of the planar PDMS substrate.

During the acid oxidation, the as-formed silanol groups are hydro-
philic. They can be swollen by the mixed acid solution and water.
This swelling combined with the simultaneous self-condensation
cross-linking fixation results in the surface wrinkling on the PDMS
microspheres, once the swelling-induced compressive stress sR is
higher than sR

c . Certainly, the extent of the self-condensation of
the hydrophilic silanol groups into the insoluble SiOX layer at the
stage of the acid oxidation is chiefly determined by the acid oxidation
time tr. For a short oxidation time tr applied, a part of the silanol
groups take part in the self-condensation. Furthermore, these silanol
groups have no enough time to complete the thorough self-con-
densation into the insoluble SiOx layer with a high cross-linkage
density. Consequently, the as-formed SiOx layer with the hydrophilic
property, companied with the residual polar silanol groups, is swol-
len by the washing water, leading to the reverse volume increase at
this washing stage (Fig. 5 bi R ci). The shorter the tr is, the higher the
swelling degree (i.e., the more positive rD) of the resultant PDMS
microspheres will be (Fig. 5 b1 R c1 and b2 R c2). When tr is long
enough, the highly cross-linked SiOx layer formed at this oxidation
stage can not be swollen again by the washing water (Fig. 5b4 R c4).
Certainly these hydrophilic SiOx layer and the residual silanol groups
can further react for the full self-condensation at the subsequent
stages. This means the washing post-treatment will have an effect
on the resultant wrinkling, just as shown in Fig. S4 (SI), which is also
dependent on the applied tr.

Based on the above discussions, it can be concluded that the sur-
face oxidation processing in the mixed acid solution has an effect not
only on the swelling-induced compressive stress sR, but also on the
critical wrinkling stress sR

c because the latter is tightly related to the
thickness hR and the Young’s modulus E of the rigid oxidized layer
according to Eq. 328,29. Roughly speaking, the swelling extent, the
thickness, and the rigidity of the as-formed oxidized layer may
increase with the oxidation reactivity of the mixed acid solution.
Therefore a suitable composition of the mixed acid solution is
required for the surface wrinkling on the PDMS microspheres.
This has been validated by the effect of the mixed acid composition
on the wrinkling behaviors shown in Fig. 2.

Conclusion
In summary, isolated solid PDMS microspheres synthesized by the
simple aqueous phase are used as the compliant spherical substrate
for surface wrinkling. The surface chemical oxidation in the mixed
H2SO4/HNO3/H2O solution is introduced not only to form the oxi-
dized rigid shell, but also to obtain the swelling-induced compressive
stresses for generating spontaneous surface wrinkling on the PDMS
microspheres. The resultant stable wrinkle morphologies exhibit the
typically dimple and labyrinth patterns, which are sensitive to the

substrate radius of curvature R/hR and the overstress sR�
sR

c
applied.

Here, R/hR and sR�
sR

c
have been well tuned by the experimental

conditions such as the radius and the modulus of the PDMS micro-
spheres, the composition of the mixed acid solution, and the oxidation

reaction duration. It is found that the wrinkling wavelength lR and the
microsphere radius R have the power-law dependency. Additionally,
the complicated reaction process, which is inaccessible to the planar
PDMS system, has been revealed explicitly by in-situ optical micro-
scope observation. Owing to the excellent physical/chemical prop-
erties of PDMS, the as-prepared PDMS-based wrinkled
microspheres with the fine surface textures are expected to apply in
a variety of areas including wetting, friction, adhesion, gas sensors,
functional coatings and micro/nano-fabrication32,36,37. Evidently, the
combination of the substrate curvature with the imposed stress engin-
eering and the mixed acid oxidation provides a simple versatile strat-
egy to pattern arbitrarily curved inaccessible surfaces to other
techniques on a large scale. Moreover, the method and the results
reported here may be helpful in understanding the stress-driven mor-
phogenesis of some natural curved biological systems from a mech-
anical point of view, although there complicated biological and
chemical processes are involved13,22–26.

Methods
Materials. The base/curing agent (Sylgard 184) of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
precursor was purchased from Dow Corning Corporation. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA,
Mw 5 20000–30000, 88 1 % hydrolyzed) was purchased from J&K Scientific Ltd.
Concentrated H2SO4 (95–98 wt %), concentrated HNO3 (65–68 wt %) were
purchased from National Pharmaceutical Group Corporation (Sinopharm, Beijing,
China).

Synthesis of PDMS Microspheres. The PDMS base/curing agent at a designed
weight ratio (e.g., 551, 1051, 1551, and 2051) was mixed thoroughly, followed by
degassing for 30 min. Then 30 mL of 15 wt % PVA aqueous solution was added to
0.6 g of the above base/curing agent. The formed emulsion droplet was stirred at
room temperature for 12 h and then at 80uC for another 12 h to complete the curing
reaction. The as-prepared PDMS microspheres were centrifuged at 3000 rpm and
washed with water for several times. For simplicity, PDMS(n:1) microspheres
represent the cured microspheres from the n:1 weight ratio of the base/curing agent.

Preparation of the Mixed Acid Solution. The mixed strong acid solution with the
volume ratio of x:y:z was prepared by directly mixing x mL of concentrated H2SO4, y
mL of concentrated HNO3 and z mL of H2O. Caution: the mixing and stirring should
be extremely careful due to the strong oxidation reactivity.

Surface Wrinkling on PDMS(n:1) Microspheres via Surface Chemical Oxidation.
Two typical procedures (i.e., PI and PII) were utilized for the surface oxidation-
induced wrinkling. For PI, the PDMS(n:1) microspheres were deposited on a clean
glass slide firstly. Then the microsphere-coated substrate was carefully immersed into
the above freshly-prepared H2SO4/HNO3/H2O solution at the reaction temperature
of Tr. After the oxidation time of tr, it was taken out promptly and immersed
immediately into a certain pH aqueous solution with the temperature of Tw for the
washing duration of tw. Finally, the oxidized sample was dried at 70uC for subsequent
characterization. For PII, the PDMS microspheres were transferred to a G4 sintered
glass filter. Then the mixed acid solution at Tr was carefully added under continuous
stirring with a glass rod. After a certain duration (tr) of surface oxidation reaction, the
mixed acid solution was pumped out and a large amount of the washing aqueous
solution at Tw was added to clean the oxidized PDMS microspheres thoroughly.
During the above oxidation reaction and water washing, the stirring was also
employed. Similarly, the resultant PDMS microspheres were dried at 70uC for the
subsequent characterization. Unless otherwise noted, the surface oxidation
processing was carried out via the PI procedure. For example, the effect of the
experimental parameters on the spherical wrinkling behaviors and the in-situ optical
observation of the microsphere diameter change were performed via the PI

processing. The standard conditions are as follows: the PDMS(1051) microspheres
were treated in the H2SO4/HNO3/H2O mixture (66511512 vol %), as well Tr 5 35uC,
Tw 5 70uC, tr 5 1 min, tw 5 30 min, and pH 5 7,respectively.

Characterization. The as-prepared original PDMS microspheres and the mixed acid-
treated PDMS microspheres were characterized by a Hitachi S4800 field-emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM). In order to improve the sample
conductivity for SEM characterization, Pt film was sputtered with an E-1045 ion
sputter (HITACHI) at the pressure of 7 Pa and the current of 15 mA. The in-situ
optical microscope observation of the morphological evolution of the PDMS
microspheres during the whole PI processing was carried out on an inverted Observer
A1 microscope (Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a charge-coupled device camera. In
order to realize the in-situ observation, the microsphere-coated glass slide was put in a
transparent vessel. Then several drops of the mixed acid solution were added carefully
on it. After the designed oxidation duration tr, abundant deionized water was
carefully added to terminate the surface oxidation and to wash the as-oxidized
microspheres. During the above two steps, the in-situ observation was carried out. As
for the last step of heating drying in the PI procedure, the corresponding diameter
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change was monitored and the same PDMS microspheres can be well tracked again
under optical microscope through the as-marked feature.
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